CCMS Upgrades: Providers

CCMS Upgrades
This document will take you through the recent upgrades to CCMS, their benefits
and how they can be used.
More guidance on how to use the upgrades can be found in the relevant quick
guides found on the CCMS Training website.
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1. Access to CCMS

When you access CCMS:


There will be only one CCMS link on the LAA Online Portal homepage.



All users will be directed automatically to the Upgraded version of CCMS unless you are
using Internet Explorer versions 7 or 8.



If using Internet Explorer 7 or 8 you will be re-directed to a page that advises you to
upgrade your browser.



You will still be able to access the original version of CCMS from the redirection page.

The LAA Online
Portal homepage,
now with one CCMS
link.

Using the upgraded version you will benefit from:


Reduced screens in the Means and Merits assessments.



Being able to upload documents during the application stage.
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2. Merits Assessment Upgrade
The screens in the upgraded merits assessment differ from how they appeared in the original
version of CCMS. The assessment has been broken into sections, allowing users to see their
progress via a progress bar through the assessment.

You are now able to
navigate directly back to
sections of the
application that have
been completed through
the progress bar on the
left of the screen.
The white sections
show the completed
work, the grey sections
show what is left to
complete.

We have also introduced
an interactive calendar
which will allow you to
select the date by clicking
the icon displayed.
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3. Means Assessment Upgrade

Users of the upgraded means assessment will benefit from:


A reduction in the overall number of screens in the means assessment by up to 80%.



The ability to track their progress through the means assessment.



Being able to navigate back and forward to different pages.

The upgraded means
interview can be used to
create applications for all
cases.

The upgraded means
interview section has
more questions on the
page allowing for a
reduction in the overall
screens.
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4. Document Upload

The functionality will allow you to:


Upload supporting documents before submitting your application or outcome.



Provide all of the required evidence for the full substantive application when you amend the
certificate from emergency to substantive.



See the list of evidence you are required to submit at the end of the means and merits
assessment.



Submit the evidence alongside the application.



Retain the option of sending paper documents to the Central Scanning Centre.

You should only use this option if all of the documents and evidence are available for upload, if
you do not have all requested documentation available you will be sent a documents required
action.

The document
upload section will
only become
available once all
the previous
application
summary sections
have been
completed.
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5. Training

The CCMS website is regularly updated to advise and support users. It provides the following
help:


Latest news articles, and access to previous articles published. These cover the key topics
for any CCMS users such as enhancements to the system.



Advice on getting started on CCMS including user set up, best practice for providers, case
studies and desk aids.



Quick Guides on all aspects of CCMS, quick guides and interactive modules to the merits,
Browser
means and document upload
upgrades.information
Quick guides are short documents with screens
and key information for performing a task.



Training resources, including online and interactive training modules.

6. Browser information

Internet Explorer browsers older than version 9 may not be compatible with the upgraded version
of CCMS.
If you have recently updated your browser but are still having problems viewing our site, please
consider:


Your update may have failed. Try starting the process again and you should

soon be able to tell whether this is what happened.


If you decided to install a different browser instead of updating your current one, for
example, downloading Chrome when you currently use Internet Explorer, you might still be
using the old browser by accident. Try setting your new browser as "default" so you don't
keep accidently using the old one.

Click here for more information on browsers.
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